Three decades after a community in Jackson, Mississippi, successfully challenged the license of a local television broadcaster on the grounds that its program content did not serve the community on matters of race, public concern about media localism has again come to the fore. This article examines the nature of the local community to which the notion of media localism applies as well as what actually happens at each stage of the process by which local television programming is produced, received and incorporated into community life. (Stories about suburban crime also have the highest production values, use the most expensive presentation modes, are longer, and are more likely to use neighborhood residents as sources--all characteristics of the news that encourage the most viewer attention and recall. The analyses offered here, based on what social scientists have learned about how local television broadcasting content is produced, the world to which media localism regulations apply, and the effects of regulations currently in place, tell us why that is so: The production of content by local television stations relies heavily on material produced elsewhere, often about other communities.}

Most research on the effects of media localism regulation starts and stops by linking the site of broadcast transmissions with content as evaluated at the level of program genre. But broadcasting is not created by transmission towers, the political and expressive nature of programs cannot be discerned by genre, and the effects of content cannot be understood by looking at content alone. To determine whether regulation is effective, policy analysts must look at what empirical research tells us about the ways in which local content is produced, the nature of that content, and the uses of local broadcasting by communities. A synthesis of this research reveals a significant gap between the conceptual ideal of community life as embedded in regulatory assumptions and the actual nature of communities, their decision-making processes, and the effects of local television broadcasting on community life and politics.

[231] Three decades after a community in Jackson, Mississippi, successfully challenged the license of a local television broadcaster on the grounds that its program content did not serve the community on matters of race, public
concern about media localism has again come [^232] to the fore. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), too, is again addressing the issue for, as its 2004 Notice of Inquiry (NOI) on localism reminded us, maximizing participatory democracy at the local community level remains an important driver of communication policy. Just why this is so was articulated by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1943 when it supported the inclusion of localism among the values to be taken into account in evaluating whether the FCC is acting in the public interest: Localism is a necessity if diversity of content is to be achieved. [^3]

Throughout its history, the FCC has experimented with a variety of techniques for operationalizing the localism principle. These have included requiring local residence and local staffing by a broadcasting station, promoting micro-radio or low-power television stations as a way of offering local voices an opportunity to be heard, attention to cross-ownership, use of geographic zones in the allocation of spectrum, non-entertainment program guidelines, and awarding “preference points” in license competitions to those stations that could demonstrate a commitment to integrating ownership and management. Because of the link between diversity and localism, at the same time that constraints on media concentration were relaxed in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Congress also required the FCC to review the impact of that act on localism biannually. [^4]

Most research on the effects of media localism regulation starts and stops by linking the site of broadcast transmissions with content as evaluated at the level of program genre. But broadcasting is not created by transmission towers, the political and expressive nature of programs cannot be discerned by genre, and the effects of content cannot be understood by looking at content alone. Thus, research on the ways in which local content is produced, the nature of that content, and the uses of local broadcasting by communities—regardless of whether regulation is mentioned in the course of any given research project—is also pertinent. Indeed, examining what social scientists have learned in these areas is essential in an era in which the FCC has acknowledged that it must cope with so-called "legacy" laws and regulations developed for a technological environment quite different from the one to which policy currently applies. In localism, as in other areas, the FCC faces the problem of "transition policy"—the need to develop and adapt the law incrementally in response to qualitative changes in the regulatory subject and in the social environment within which the effects of regulation are experienced. Under such circumstances, using only current regulatory schemes as the analytical frame can obscure critically important facets of the policy problem.

This article, therefore, starts from the position that analysis of transition policy must begin, not with existing regulatory language, but, rather, with the social conditions and processes that are the ultimate regulatory concern. Doing so is necessary in order to close three gaps: the theoretical gap between economic and non-economic approaches to communication policy, the technological gap between distinct rules and regulations for mass and interpersonal communication technologies that have now converged, and the policy process gap between communication research and policy-making.

Going through this process with media localism reveals another gap: the significant difference between the ideal underlying the regulatory principle and the real communities our policies address. Qualitative changes in the nature of society since the early twentieth century and in the nature of broadcasting over the last few decades weaken the validity of many of the assumptions that underlie contemporary regulatory approaches. These include such notions as the idea that the physical presence of a broadcasting station within a local community ensures that the station provides that community with a meaningful voice and that local communities continue to be the loci of important political decisions to which local TV discourse might contribute. This article examines the nature of the local community to which the notion of media localism applies as well as what actually happens at each stage of the process by which local television programming is produced, received and incorporated into community life. The goal is to provide a sociological foundation for bridging the gap between the ideal and the real when evaluating current approaches to operationalizing the localism principle in media regulation.

THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
Localism is not unique to media policy but, rather, is a constitutionally based principle that has applications throughout U.S. law. The goal is the same as that of many others of constitutional status: to maximize the ability of citizens to effectively participate in decision-making about the conditions of their own lives.

Just as the definition of the "informed citizen" took very different forms at different points in U.S. history, however, so media localism [235] is meaningful only when placed within its actual social, political and technological contexts. Three types of local communities have appeared in U.S. history, highlighting shifts in the role of the media in response to changes in the nature of the communities themselves:

1. During the formative years of political culture in the colonial and early American periods, information and communication technologies were key to the expression of political power by autonomous communities that were geographically separated, small in population, homogeneous, and built predominantly on face to face communications.

2. By the early twentieth century, the media were considered important to local community life for neighborhoods and ethnic groups struggling to survive in large, impersonal, heterogeneous, urban environments in which much communication took place indirectly or within the context of very specialized interpersonal relationships only.

3. In recent years, we have had to consider the local, and the role of the media vis a vis the local, in light of globalization processes and the growing importance of types of community that are not geographically based.

Small and Autonomous Local Communities

Colonial and early American experience with localism developed in geographically isolated communities with homogenous, small populations of individuals who interacted with each other in multiple dimensions of their lives. These are the kinds of relationships termed "primary" by social psychologists. Communication within these communities took place largely face to face; writing and the printing press were the technologies of mediated communication.

The colonial Committees of Correspondence provided a prototype of the role that community media might play in affecting larger political life. Using a combination of the printing press, the postal service, and face-to-face meetings, members of local communities discussed issues among themselves, and developed positions on those political issues facing the colonies as a whole. The positions were then communicated to decision-makers at the regional and, ultimately, national levels. The political effectiveness of colonial local governance was acknowledged by the British, who tried to keep its development under control throughout the seventeenth century and failed. As the United States expanded west, communities marked the legal transition from being on the frontier to full membership in the polis at the point at which local governance replaced governance from afar, a transition that was almost always accompanied by the establishment of local newspapers and the telegraph offices that provided the network infrastructure of the time.

The tradition of local self-government seemed to be particularly appropriate for democratic governance among communities dispersed across the great distances of North America. It should not be surprising, therefore, that three principles in addition to the general mandate provided by the First Amendment in the Constitution support localism: The House of Representatives is designed to be demographically responsive to the diverse needs of disparate communities, and establishes a situation in which two-way communication between communities and their representatives is fundamental to the practice of democracy. The requirement to take a census establishes a statistical foundation for discerning the empirical nature of local communities as a basis for apportioning political representation and distributing resources. And the postal provision was included in the Constitution to ensure that the information infrastructure necessary for political representatives and their communities to communicate with each other was in place.

These early formative experiences generated a belief in localism that has been enduring, manifested in many dimensions of U.S. life, and so strong as to be described as romantic. Ideas about the relationship between media...
and community life that developed during this [*237] period provide the images that dominated when the FCC was formed and when the media localism principle was first enunciated and implemented, and even casual examination of the rhetoric used in debates over media localism shows that they continue to shape perceptions today. n32 Even 200 years ago, however, this image of local communities differed from reality in at least two ways.

First, the notion that there is such a thing as purely local media was not empirically accurate even during the colonial period. While in Britain local and foreign news developed separately, it was among the innovations of the first newspaper in the American colonies, Public Occurrences, to print both local and foreign news together. n33 News was regularly communicated across the expanding national space via personal letters and newspapers, distributed through the postal system and carried by travelers. From the mid-nineteenth century, the telegraph made it possible to form national organizations for the purpose of sharing news about one's local community. Thus, the distinctions among local, regional, national and global communities have never been bright lines. Small towns in rural Pennsylvania, for example, have preserved their local identity and personal relationships over hundreds of years, but exactly the same types of institutions are found in towns throughout the region, suggesting that the social system itself is regional, rather than local, in nature. n34

Second, the distinction between interpersonal and mass communication that became important once truly mass media came into being with the electrification of the printing press and the invention of broadcasting was not of focal importance during this early period. Separate provisions in the First Amendment to protect speech and assembly provide evidence that people of the period were aware that there was a difference between communicating one-on-one and in groups, but in practice interpersonal, small group and mass communication were intertwined in multiple ways, often using the same infrastructure and covered by the same laws.

Local Communities Within Industrial Cities

In the early twentieth century some geographically isolated, small, homogenous communities still existed in which face-to-face conversations were the primary means of communication among community [*238] members. The agrarian nature of early American life, however, was increasingly replaced by industrialized urban life. As John Dewey himself discussed, n35 for a growing number of people, local communities were most likely to be neighborhood and/or ethnic groups struggling to retain a sense of communal identity within large urban conglomerations. Pressures on traditional community life were already evident, for most individuals were in contact with many people in the course of their daily lives but did not know those people well or communicate with them about more than a few matters.

In response to the experience of life in large cities, Dewey and other Chicago School thinkers emphasized the importance of community-based media for the survival of strong neighborhoods and immigrant communities. n36 Faced with urban environments characterized as communities legally, spatially and economically but not in social, cultural and psychological terms, Dewey believed in the importance of local media because they filled social and psychological vacua. n37 Local media kept individuals in touch with each other, and created a sense of community identity via self-expression. Community media were thus understood to facilitate local political involvement through support for a public sphere within which diverse views on matters affecting local conditions could be discussed. However, even in the early twentieth century, Dewey noted a disjuncture between popular notions of the role of local communities in political life and the realities of decision-making in a nation the size and complexity of the United States. n38

Interpersonal communication continued to be critical to the success of the mass media in sustenance of community life as this new way of conceptualizing media localism developed--but by the first decades of the twentieth century primary interpersonal relations [*239] were being replaced by what sociologists describe as "secondary," or "thin," relationships, often involving only one aspect of daily life. n39 While in primary relationships the same people are likely to be engaged with each other in the course of their spiritual, work, entertainment and other activities, secondary relationships most commonly involve one type of activity, whether at work, in leisure or within a spiritual community. Those who studied the effects of industrialization realized that when secondary relationships predominate, traditional local communities are often damaged or destroyed. Sociologists argued that newspapers had replaced interpersonal
communication as the key channels through which individuals become integrated with their communities, \(^{n40}\) though face-to-face communication continued to be important. \(^{n41}\)

**Local Communities as Nodes Within a Global Society**

The process of globalization actually began in the mid-nineteenth century with the telegraph. (Within twenty years of the commercial introduction of the telegraph, the network reached around the world and the first international organization--what is now known as the International Telecommunications Union [ITU]--was created to deal with the cross-border aspects of this global network.) \(^{n42}\) By the early twenty-first century, the effects of globalization across every type of social process and aspect of the technological infrastructure for communication have created a situation of scale disjuncture between community as experienced at the geographically local level, the spatial span of the effective public sphere, and the nature of decision-making loci. \(^{n43}\) Pragmatically, this "interpenetrated globalization" \(^{[*240]}\) what Robert W. Cox refers to as "scale dissonance" \(^{n45}\) --makes it even more difficult to operationalize the localism principle today \(^{n46}\) The legal problems this generates were recognized by the Supreme Court of the United States as early as 1974 when the possibility of using non-geographic definitions of community for use in obscenity cases was first raised, \(^{n47}\) and discussion of the effects of globalization on production, content, reception and use now appears regularly in analysis of media localism. \(^{n48}\)

Today several local governments--often in competition with each other--are likely to fall within the footprint of a single local broadcasting station. As the second section of this essay details, local broadcasting transmission stations are no longer stand-alone institutions in the way that the local printing presses were during the colonial period but are merely the localized faces of the global infrastructure. Marketing information is now much more likely to be collected at the individual level and grouped by affinity and demographics than by geographically-defined areas. The functions of our daily lives now take place across a number of locales; we often work within a space served by one local government, live in another, and engage in economic, and recreational and educational activities in yet other jurisdictions. This dispersal of activities across multiple communities has significant implications for the nature of local decision-making.

In sum, while local communities were geographically isolated with small homogenous populations in early U.S. history, and were more likely to be neighborhood and/or ethnic groups struggling to maintain their identities within large urban areas in the early twentieth century, today they are best characterized as deliberate efforts to articulate particular identities and carry out specific modes of action locally \(^{[*241]}\) within a global context. Economically, local environments are nodes, or "basing points," \(^{n49}\) for global economic activity. Life in local communities is rarely determinative of global economic activity, but appreciation for the economic implications of local culture as the context of economic relations has grown. Marketers understand well that "the purchase of self-definition" key to consumption occurs locally. \(^{n50}\) On the production side, however, truly localized economic activity today is relatively rare, appearing only when economic viability is rooted in assets neither available elsewhere nor easily created in places that lack them. \(^{n51}\)

While primary and secondary interpersonal relationships characterized local communities in their ideal and early American forms, in today's real world what Craig Calhoun describes as "tertiary" and "quaternary" relationships now dominate. \(^{n52}\) Tertiary relationships are mediated not only by technologies, but also by other individuals and organizations (for example, you know there is a chief executive officer of the company that produces the shoes you wear, but you aren't likely to know who that is and even less likely to ever communicate with that person). In quaternary relationships, exemplified most clearly by surveillance, only one participant is even aware that the relationship exists.

Within this context, geographically defined local communities can still be the site, the source, or the subject of political attention. They are likely to retain their political importance when community activities are of geographically wider importance and/or when knowledge of local conditions inspires political activity. (Environmental matters provide an example of a type of news subject that might be involved in either of these types of processes.) In turn, however, both the definition and political valence of local communities are now themselves the subjects of government policy.
The likelihood that consumers will choose to buy online rather than locally, for example, is highly sensitive to the level of local taxation, and what is described as a purely economic process of flexible specialization is often, instead, the result of governmental intervention. The community ideal that underlies media localism as a regulatory principle was shaped during the colonial and early American periods. Most of the history of media localism in broadcasting, however, has taken place in the real context of the twentieth century. The last major government inquiry into the performance of an entire community’s local television stations (in 1962, in Chicago) raised questions still important today: What is the experience of locality in a large city? How are social identities created and understood in large and diverse communities? Is it even possible to think of a city as a single community and, if so, who has the authority to speak for its members? Given the complexity of these issues, how should a TV station best represent and serve the locale in its programming practices? Is local production of programming necessary and/or sufficient to foster local identity and support civic participation?

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON LOCAL BROADCASTING

Under these circumstances, it is hard to say just what it is that makes a particular media outlet "local." National and international broadcasting corporations see a trend toward collocation of content and transmission capacity, as well as the use of global media to promote the survival of local community life. The availability of global media organizations in local communities, however, still depends largely on the number of local stations available, and supralocal news agencies such as Reuters and Havas pay the most attention to local news sources when they could also serve as information providers in areas such as economic, financial and commercial news. Where there is a clear community identity, local programming is more likely to be considered valuable as a means of combating the "cultural discount.

These are extraordinary conditions, however. Answers to questions on four elements of local TV news and public affairs programming bear directly on the types of regulatory interventions likely to effectively operationalize the media localism principle for the majority of communities:

1. **Production:** How is local television produced?
2. **Content:** What is the content of local television news and public affairs programming?
3. **Viewers:** Who watches local television news?
4. **Impact on Decision Making:** What is the relationship between local television content and decision-making for local communities?

**Production**

Strong relationships between a television station and its local community can be economically productive because they help generate story ideas of genuine community interest, but several other economic forces restrict the extent to which localism is practiced during news manufacturing. Content assembly costs, limitations on staffing, ratings, input from consultants, pressure from advertisers, and the combination of a "technological imperative" with absorption in production values all affect news programming decisions of local TV stations. Huge salaries for news anchors and expensive technologies are the largest items in local TV station budgets.

**Assembly Costs**

Researchers distinguish between passive and active news discovery according to the extent to which reporters actually leave the newsroom and acquire information on their own. Active news discovery is more expensive, not only because of labor and resource costs, but also because of the growing need to provide physical security to reporters who increasingly have to worry about stalking. Only about one-third of the stories broadcast by local TV news stations...
had a high assembly cost in the most recent research on this subject in the early 1990s. \textsuperscript{n62} Very few stations actually produce their own news content, with non-local production even of local news. \textsuperscript{n63} Since \textsuperscript{[*244]} local news helps define a market niche for local TV stations, \textsuperscript{n64} the resources available to news departments generally increase as local newscast competition intensifies. \textsuperscript{n65}

Even the most active news discovery, however, does not guarantee that the content presented will be of value for local decision-making, for this category also includes stories about fires, crime and accidents. \textsuperscript{n66} Material acquired passively may appear to be produced by a local TV station because a local newscaster reads a script or does a voice-over to localize material produced by others, \textsuperscript{n67} but presentation practices do not make the actual content local. Popular techniques for acquiring content passively include the use of video news releases, importation of content via network feeds or from content syndicators, reliance upon preplanned news events, and airing content produced voluntarily by viewers.

Video news releases have been common since the 1980s. Thousands are produced annually by groups that range from government agencies to transnational corporations. Such news releases are attractive to their producers because they cost less than advertising (even when free distribution to television stations is included in the calculation), and because audiences perceive information delivered within a newscast as more credible than advertising. Video news releases, however, are often misleading to viewers, since the material is usually presented and perceived by viewers as if it is actual reportage. \textsuperscript{n68} Distribution practices can even deceive those in the newsroom, for the distinction between news and news releases is frequently lost when material arrives in a newscast electronically. Analysts believe \textsuperscript{[*245]} that journalist embarrassment regarding the extent of reliance upon this public relations material leads to underreporting of the proportion of purported news that comes from such sources in surveys. \textsuperscript{n69}

Another technique for lowering assembly costs is importing news from outside the local community by using content from network feeds or by buying content from a news syndicator. While both large and small communities import a fair amount of content, smaller markets—which still account for the greatest percentage of the U.S. population—not only devote less time to news but also import much more from outside, often supplanting genuine local news altogether. Even human interest and sensational stories are often imported. \textsuperscript{n70}

New technologies make it possible to lower assembly costs by shifting production effort to members of the audience. Individuals with their own video cameras supply material to local TV stations just for the pleasure of seeing their own work on the air. Indeed, some stations even loan or give equipment to viewers in exchange for particular types of footage. \textsuperscript{n71} Video blogs (“vlogs”) and other video digitally produced and distributed by individuals via their mobile phones and other technologies, are becoming popular as a way for individuals to publish their own video footage, and are also being used as sources of imagery produced by non-employees who find themselves at the scene of disasters and other newsworthy events. \textsuperscript{n72}

### Staffing

Local broadcast station staffing practices affect content when there are shifts in the types of people brought into the newsroom, a high proportion of salary resources go to just a few stars, and staff size is incommensurate with work load. As news has increasingly become a profit center for local TV stations, news content and the people who produce it have changed. \textsuperscript{n73} Though there was some speculation \textsuperscript{[*246]} that this might be due to the development of different types of work roles, professional socialization and education continue to be important to the views of local TV journalists, \textsuperscript{n74} with differences in practices across media largely due to the demands of the technologies upon which each medium is dependent. \textsuperscript{n75}

It is rare for a print journalist to achieve celebrity status beyond the "chattering class," but stars are highly sought after by local television stations who provide large salaries in hopes of attracting those they believe will, in turn, attract an audience. This practice is promoted by consultants, but research shows that the higher the percentage of the budget spent on on-screen talent, the lower the station's quality scores. \textsuperscript{n76} Since news quality translates into ratings, the result
is that highly paid on-screen talent actually lower ratings because there is concomitantly less to spend on reporters, editors, camera crews and producers.

There are other staffing differences between print and broadcast news organizations, including, notably, the demand that television stations cover the same news beats with far fewer personnel than their print competitors. In San Francisco, for example, a local TV news station has to cover the same news turf as San Francisco Chronicle with only 7% of the reporting staff. Since most reporters are required to produce more than a story a day, depth and care are impossible. Often stations are asked to increase their news production without any additional reporters or editors, with the inevitable result of yet greater dependence upon imported content, weather, sports and "happy chat." Editors report that even five to ten more reporters per station would make a big difference. One study of local stations found that those that hired more staff and gave them more time to report did significantly better in attracting and holding audiences, but the general trend is in the opposite direction. The problem is getting worse, with broadcasting newsroom staffs declining by 33-57% since the mid-1980s, depending on which sector is being discussed.

**Ratings**

In traditional print journalism, the news and business sides of the organization are kept separate and marketing concerns are considered anathema by reporters. In today's TV news, however, marketing is an accepted component of decision-making about content. Though breaking stories always draw top ratings, when possible stations plan "news" sufficiently in advance to allow time for the promotions department to develop an audience for particular stories. As local news ratings fall, this marketing concern becomes ever more influential.

Just how ratings affect programming, however, is changing along with shifts in research methods. Craig Allen argues that local television news content priorities have less to do with ratings demands per se than with the characteristics of the members of the audience as they became a part of the news production process via participation in ratings studies. News anchors become local public figures via in-person appearances because it is believed that doing so helps ratings. Promotional content takes up airtime for the same reason. Some believe that the introduction of the PeopleMeter altered the measurement of diversity in ways that may have subverted operationalization of that principle.

For decades, information about ratings was gathered during sweeps periods, and television programmers would organize their schedules to maximize audiences during those times. For the news, this often meant saving investigative journalism for sweeps periods, when detailed stories could be presented in multi-part series that would bring viewers back repeatedly. Stations also traditionally spend the most on production values—the audio and video quality of programming—during sweeps periods. Recently, however, Nielsen has started gathering some data constantly, so the pressure to maximize audience is ongoing, and the motive for differentiating sweeps and non-sweeps programming is diminished in those communities in which the new techniques are being used. And data is now being gathered at the level of the individual viewer rather than the household, providing much more detailed information about just who is watching rather than just whether a particular television set is on. Stations, too, are beginning to collect information on viewer demographics and audience retention. These changes encourage advertisers—and, thus, content producers—to focus on particular demographic groups rather than communities as geographically defined.

Quality is defined by industry professionals and researchers as stories that are long enough to provide meaningful detail, well sourced, actively acquired, deal with big ideas and important issues, and include ordinary people as sources. Other criteria for quality include the extent to which an entire community is reflected in news content, breadth in topic range, ensuring that stories are presented from multiple points of view, use of a variety of appropriate sources, and relevance to the community. A five-year analysis of audience response to more than 30,000 stories concluded that quality defined in this way is still the most likely path to commercial success. Stations ranked high on quality also were the most successful at keeping or adding to their lead-in audience, and at drawing a youth audience. A study of
sixty markets found that a change in local TV stations' network affiliation did not affect program ratings unless there is also a change in news practices.  

In another study, 63% of those interviewed say they'd watch a station committed to ideals that included more updating and less repetition (less consonance), a balance between positive and negative news, coverage of real local issues, more respect for the intelligence of viewers, coverage of all of the day's news, and coverage of the entire viewing area. This is not, however, the type of content viewers get. Research on more than sixty local TV news stations in twenty cities found most stories to be superficial and reactive, what the group called "journalism on the run." Almost half of the stories were about commonplace events, fewer than 10% originated from local newsrooms, 43% of stories dealing with controversy involved only one side, and the stations generally did not do well in basic journalistic practices such as sourcing, getting both sides of the story, and thinking ahead. Some stations have experimented with programming designed to increase issue coverage and citizen involvement, in the belief or hope that success would serve both principles and ratings. When such experiments were limited to election periods, however, the results were minimal. Incorporating what these researchers refer to as "public journalism" practices throughout everything a local TV news staff does turns out to be much more successful than simply carrying out special projects.

**Consultants**

News consultants guide TV stations on every facet of their activities, from whom to hire and how those employees should dress to how to choose and write news stories. In recent years, consultants have emphasized news anchor friendliness, fast-paced formats, aesthetically eye-catching newscasts, and weather and crime content over politics. In order to keep stations coming back for more advice, however, the recommendations of consultants change over time; in the mid-1970s, for example, consultants urged local TV news stations to deemphasize local political coverage in favor of consumer reports.

In the past, local TV stations in small markets listened to their communities and protected their decision-making autonomy, thereby resisting input from consultants, but that is no longer the case. By the mid-1980s, at least two-thirds of local TV newsrooms used them, and with conglomeration this trend has only increased. It should not be surprising that newroom views on the role of consultants in local TV are affected by both work role and experience in the profession; those whose jobs required more attention to the business than the professional aspects of business are more likely to be positive about the contributions of consultants, as are those whose own jobs were due to input from consultants.

Though the advice of consultants has shaped what is referred to as conventional newsroom wisdom, that advice often does not correspond with audience responses to content as reflected in ratings. Curious as to why this might be so, Dave Iverson and Tom Rosenstiel analyzed the surveys used by consultants to reach their recommendations and found that while those research instruments included many detailed questions about consumer preferences and habits, the surveys usually included only one very general question about political matters: "How interested are you in news reports about issues and activities in government and politics?" Experimentation with audience responses to surveys that included questions about public affairs as detailed as those about consumption revealed that interest in a wide variety of specific issues was actually very high. Questions specifically asking about level of interest in news stories about what government can do to reduce health care costs, protect local public places from terrorism, or improve local schools all showed that more than two-thirds of respondents were keenly interested in seeing TV news of that kind, even though the general question used by consultants elicited only a 29% positive response. This research also suggested that the audience is more interested in the issues themselves and less in what politicians are doing.

**Production values**

The technology-intensiveness of TV news makes the ultimate news product different from what it would be in print not only in delivery but in content. Assignment editors are keenly aware of visual considerations and often choose
stories on the basis of visual interest rather than according to traditional news values. Once local TV stations have invested a significant proportion of their budgets in expensive technologies, the desire to maximize the use of that equipment trumps long-established strategic routines for producing journalism such as reliance on the geographic beat, chronological phase structure, and particular types of institutionally-based sources are used. For artists and film producers, the notion of production values has to do with aesthetic values, but in television news, the concept has largely to do with quantity of use.

The result is often a tendency to "go live" even when there is no reason for doing so. The common "black hole" shot, in which a reporter stands in front of a dark building long after the activity being reported upon is over, is disparaged by reporters and viewers alike. A survey of journalists in more than 200 media markets concluded that the ability to gather news is seriously damaged when reporters must always work with a live camera unit. Reporters appear live 42% more than they do on tape, and live reports are considerably longer than taped reports--but half of all the live stories and 90% of those that linked a live person to a taped piece included no new information at all. Viewers report that they are interested in live news when it takes place from the scene of a story that is still unfolding but not otherwise, and they often feel that saying "live" is actually a bait and switch technique that results in coverage of unimportant matters in ways that are condescending to viewers.

These same technologies, however, can be used to shape content in such a way as to maximize the amount of information made available in usable forms to viewers--but though a great deal is known about how to design television news to maximize attention and recall, this knowledge is not being used by those who actually produce television news, an important explanation for the fact that media consumers don't learn much from broadcast news. Annie Lang and her colleagues synthesized the results of many studies of audience responses to television news content and developed a set of rules that could be used in broadcast production to make local news stories easier for viewers to process and remember without making the content less attention-getting or less arousing. Lang suggests that the ability of TV messages to elicit high attention but low memory results from the fact that viewers are limited capacity processors and TV news stories often overload that capacity. Rules for news production that maximize opportunities for viewers to learn under such conditions include simplifying message structure to improve memory and comprehension, slowing the pace of complex messages, including short pauses following the presentation of complex or compelling information, matching audio and video information, presenting important information following--not before--negative images, being concrete in words and imagery, and using obviously chronological narratives.

In a study comparing recall of information from stories already aired with recall on the same stories revised to adhere to these principles, Lang found that significantly more information was recalled when these production rules were followed. Advertising

One third of news directors at local TV stations surveyed in 2000 reported being pressured by station management to kill negative stories or to do positive ones about advertisers. The researchers who conducted the study report that two-thirds of stations now run sponsored news segments, many of which involve events or issues in which the sponsor has a commercial interest that may or may not be evident to viewers. The Indianapolis Motor Speedway, for example, insists that local TV stations use material shot and edited by the speedway rather than by television cameramen when they report on races, and in another city a local theme park asked for--and got--a change in how the weather was reported so that it sounded more promising for outdoor activities.

Summary

The location of a television station within a particular community encourages attention to the traditional news value of proximity and the selection of news stories according to how close their events are perceived to be to their viewers. Local presence reduces the cost of identifying stories of interest to members of that community. These factors, however, are weak compared to the desires to minimize news assembly costs, please advertisers, maximize the use of expensive equipment, and follow the advice of consultants. The combined effect is that while the ideal is that local news
production would be driven by the need for news in support of local decision-making, in the real world a large proportion of the content of these programs comes from other places and deals with matters that do not touch the community. As is discussed further below, the appearance of localization is often a cosmetic gloss over materials produced by others, elsewhere, about other people.

Content

The FCC has gone back and forth on the question of whether media localism policies should focus on broadcasting capacity or content. It started with the former, surged towards a high water of interest in the latter several decades ago, and now has withdrawn to a great extent from an interest in either content or capacity. Even when content mandates are not explicit, however, the regulatory assumption remains that local TV stations will carry local news and public affairs programming, and the provision of such content remains an implicit expectation of localism policies because of its supposed importance for local decision-making relative to other types of programming. (The FCC’s 1960 Programming Policy Statement listed fourteen types of public interest programs, several of which were listed ahead of news, including local self-expression, the use of local talent, programs for children, religious programming, and educational programs.) Content diversity remains important today for antitrust purposes. Methodological issues, however, confound efforts to discern the extent to which local broadcasting news and public affairs content is truly local.

Diversity of Media Voices

The number of local "media voices" is taken into account for evaluating antitrust issues in cross-ownership and duopoly. A recent study of the fifty largest U.S. TV markets, however, shows that local presence does not necessarily equal local content because a substantial number of stations do not regularly schedule either local news or public affairs programming. Such stations are, in effect, "silent voices" regarding local news and public affairs even though they are still designated local media voices for purposes of antitrust analysis. Other cross-market studies have confirmed these findings.

News

Up to half of community members get all of their news about local and state government from television, but the amount of information available is decreasing and even government stories are often imported from outside of the market area. A review of studies conducted from the mid-1970s through the close of the twentieth century shows that the amount of local coverage by news stations has declined in both large and small market local TV stations over time. News directors and reporters believe that this has been a result of changes in newsroom management and a diminished commitment to local news on the part of stations. Local TV stations in smaller markets tend to provide less contextual information about government news than do stations in larger markets, and spot news tends to push government issues out of coverage altogether. Local television tends to be less cynical regarding elections compared to network news and newspapers, but also contains the least substantive coverage of any of the media. At least one quarter of election coverage deals with competition among candidates rather than issues. Individual stories tend to be one-sided and imbalanced; despite this, as recently as fifteen years ago one would still see both sides of a story if one watched a station's news all day long, but today stations have become politically polarized, so that this is no longer the case.

Meanwhile, there has been significant growth in sensational and human interest coverage. Stories about sex and violence--sensational and human interest stories--fall into the news category even though such stories have been soundly rejected by the Radio-Television News Directors Association (RTNDA) code of ethics; these now run at about 30% of news content irrespective of market size. Locally produced public affairs programming often focuses on cultural or human interest stories that may be important to the identity of constituent groups within the community but contribute relatively little to the capacity for informed decision-making about matters that affect local conditions.
mechanisms to reify socioeconomic class differences rather than to promote fairness and equity in the distribution of resources. n133

The influence of cultural, economic, political and social factors in shaping local TV news is made vividly clear by the fact that in multilingual communities, coverage of local events yields different content depending upon the language of broadcasting. There are, for example, a number of differences in the portrayal of the same local community by English- and Spanish-language TV stations within the same market. Describing the content of the two types of stations as "separate but equal," Laurien Alexandre and Henrik Rehbinder noted that both relied on similar news values and had the same level of quality, averaged a similar number of stories produced through [*256] and exhibited a similar level of enterprise, and drew over two-thirds of stories from low-assembly cost sources. n134 Spanish-language stories, however, were more likely to cite three or more sources than were English stories, though they were five times as likely not to cite any sources. Spanish-language stories were longer, more likely to be populated by ordinary people, and more likely to cover international affairs and immigration issues. While crime stories were even more popular in Spanish than in English, the main figures in these stories were likely to be criminals or victims compared to the lawyers and law enforcement figures who dominate English-language crime stories in local news. Though the content of Spanish-language local TV news varied only slightly by owning company, it differed significantly by city, reflecting station responsiveness to their specific communities and their diverse demographics and histories. n135

Public affairs

The decline in the amount of local information in local news broadcasts has been studied extensively, but there has been relatively little attention to the public affairs impact of non-news programming. Though it is common practice to lump news and public affairs programming together, the FCC distinguishes them conceptually well as empirically. News availability in local markets is affected by competitive conditions, but public affairs programming is not. n136 Financial resources, broadcast frequency, and network affiliation also have no effect on the extent to which local TV stations broadcast public affairs material. Instead, the same question of assembly cost appears to be the most important factor; today, a high proportion of public affairs programming available from local TV stations has been imported from national syndicates. Thus, while public affairs programming is particularly responsive to station revenues, news content is affected in important ways by station ownership characteristics and the size of the market within which a station operates. n137

[*257] Some of the drop in local television content regarding public issues and elections may also be due to changes in the nature of political communication itself. The professionalization of political advocacy has been particularly dramatic. n138 Other trends currently of importance include a growth in competitive pressure, an increasingly anti-elitist populism, and changes in how people receive political information. n139

Sensational and Human Interest Stories

The bulk of recent research on the effects of local television news on communities deals with stereotyping in the areas of crime and race. Crime is the number one topic (after the weather) on local television. n140 The belief that crime stories are good for ratings is demonstrated by the popularity of their use during sweeps periods. One recent study of sixty-two major markets found an average of 40% of stories involved criminal violence; in one example, 50% of stories in a particular market were about crime. n141 Violence-related crime stories tend to appear early in broadcasts and conflate violence and youth.

An average of 15 to 33% of crime stories--rising in some cases to as much as 66%--are imported from outside the market for a local television news station. n142 Of course, when such stories come from outside a local community they give viewers a false impression of their own surroundings. There are other ways in which coverage of crime on local television news is misleading. Studies show that it gives a highly inaccurate picture of the real nature of crime and of its prevalence, n143 presents incomplete pictures of important social problems, n144 and overemphasizes violent crime. n145 Most crime stories (89%) are episodic, placing both blame and possible problem solutions on the shoulders of
individuals rather than society at large. Coverage of crime focuses on what happens in the suburbs, even though the crime rate in suburbs is generally one-half that of central urban areas. (Stories about suburban crime also have the highest production values, use the most expensive presentation modes, are longer, and are more likely to use neighborhood residents as sources—all characteristics of the news that encourage the most viewer attention and recall.)

Racial issues are distorted in local TV news in ways that significantly affect inter-group relations. African-Americans are greatly over-represented in TV news stories about poverty, for example, compared to their actual proportions among that socio-economic class. Blacks are much more often pictured than whites in stories about illicit drug use, despite the fact that there are far more whites using drugs than blacks. It is also misleading to suggest that blacks are only perpetrators of crime rather than also its victims. Robert Entman argues that the use of African-American newscasters and reporters not only is not sufficient to dispel the images created by news stories themselves, but also undercuts appreciation of discrimination problems when linked to news stories about blacks.

The Hispanic population is also misrepresented in local TV news, which generally portrays the population as young, addicted to drugs, and the cause of social disturbances. The primary news sources used for stories about Mexican-Americans are the police, followed by social service workers. Both blacks and Hispanics tend to be presented as particularly threatening when pictured as suspects in crime stories, and they are more likely to be presented as criminal suspects than as either victims or as positive role models. In communities with both black and Hispanic populations, these trends are more marked for the Hispanic population. While many believe that women are also represented unfairly in much local TV news coverage, this is more likely to be problematic when the women involved are from racial and ethnic minority groups.

There is also concern about how both the elderly and the very young are portrayed by local television news. Local TV news producers may have positive attitudes toward the elderly, but this has not been translated into significant coverage of issues that affect the elderly or of policies that might address their problems. Indeed, the elderly are most likely to be portrayed in the news as victims of crime or scams. TV news depiction of youth often equates the young with violence while ignoring policy issues of great importance to children. By simultaneously misrepresenting factors surrounding issues such as teen pregnancy and poverty, such stories suggest that individuals are victimized by their particular circumstances rather than experiencing the effects of social policy. In general, health issues receive short shrift in the news unless they are the subject of vendor-produced video news releases. Local TV and radio were important as information sources after the bioterrorist anthrax attacks in fall of 2001 (though information from one’s own doctor, obtained via interpersonal communication, was still the most trusted information source) --but only one out of 1,791 local TV news stories in a study from the late 1990s had an explicit public health frame.

**Methodological Issues**

Measures of the quantity of air time devoted to news and public affairs programming are deceptive for two additional reasons. First, there is a great deal of repetition of content—consonance—a factor that is deemed critical in determining how news shapes public opinion. Of course some consonance is explicable as the result of shared beats, sources and news values. Studies show, however, that there is little differentiation either within one local TV station’s news content through a single day or across stations and across days within a single community. Stories broadcast in common across multiple local TV stations can run as high as 50%. There are differences, however, across types of stories. The ratio of duplicated to unique stories is highest in the categories of fires-accidents-disasters, government-politics, crimes-courts and education; and the ratio of unique to duplicated stories is highest in human interest, economy-business, sports, and weather news.

A second methodological problem that affects the validity of evaluations of the extent of local news and public affairs programming derives from how content is categorized. Such material as game shows and travel programs are now included within the category of “factual” programming, even though they need not necessarily have any pertinence.
to public affairs. Dominance of evening news by fires, crime and highway accidents makes it difficult to differentiate actual current events from the entertainment programming by which the news is surrounded. On the other hand, with the growth of television archives, made easier and easier with spreading use of digitization of television content, local TV stations are to some extent gaining an archival function vis a vis public records.

Summary

Regulators who evaluate the diversity of voices available at the community level by number of stations and ownership assume an ideal world in which each station delivers locally useful news and public affairs, and in which each of those stations does so uniquely. In the real world, however, most local stations provide very little news or public affairs programming as understood in traditional terms, and a great deal of what is presented as local news content is either produced elsewhere or exacerbates rather than helps to resolve local problems. Methodologically, it is clear that evaluation of the contribution of local TV stations to a meaningful public sphere is ineffective if it takes place at the level of genre, especially as genre definitions themselves become increasingly flexible or vague.

Viewers

Though it has been a common perception that local television is the prime source of news for most people, the period during which that has been the case is relatively short--it was not until the mid-1970s that more people began to acquire the bulk of their news from television than from print, and by the early twenty-first century it is clear that reliance upon television news is waning in favor of Internet-based news or an abandonment of the news altogether. Though some feared that those who rely upon the Internet for their news would selectively attend only to material that conformed with previously-held beliefs and positions on issues, a 2004 study showed that the Internet is broadening the range of points of view on candidates and key issues than users found available from other news sources, and most did not filter out ideas with which they did not agree. Still, in 1998 the Pew Center for People & the Press reported that the seventy-one million viewers across the United States tuned in to local TV newscasts (down from eighty million in 1990), which reached more citizens than the combined viewership of broadcast network nightly news programs.

A 2005 report from the Pew Research Center provides detail about the decline in viewership over time. Local TV news consumption has gone from 77% of those surveyed in 1993 to 59% in 2004. The audience for other traditional news sources declined over the same period, with the nightly network news audience falling from 60% share in 1993 to 34% in 2004, and newspaper readership dropping from 58% in 1993 to 42% in 2004. At the same time, however, consumption of online news (defined as reading the news online at least three days a week) went from 0 to 29%. Other studies support these findings. A national poll from 2001 reported that one quarter of adults no longer watch any local newscast at all. About 40% of younger viewers avoid local news, and about half of younger viewers who do watch have no station allegiance.

The Pew study further showed that while major news events such as the attack on the World Trade Center slow the rate of loss of the mature adult news audience to some extent, they do not appear to have any impact on those who are younger. The percentage of Americans who learned about presidential candidates from the local TV news in 2004 was 6% lower than in 2000 (42% vs. 48%)--though only 29% of young people acquired this information from local news in 2004 compared to 42% in 2000. (Of those who watch local TV news, 38% reported being "conservative," 41% "moderate," 15% "liberal," and 6% "don't know") The Pew study also noted other trends: "Hybrid" news forms, combining hard news with opinion and entertainment, are increasingly the preferred format for acquiring information about public affairs for those who are younger. It is believed that this is in part because of the popularity of such late night programs as the Jon Stewart Daily Show. In part, however, it may also be a consequence of habits acquired from Web surfing: 77% of Internet users report that they find their news by running into it in the course of looking for other things. The cable news audience has become politically polarized, further stimulating the production of "niche" news. News consumption habits have changed--many fewer people allot a regular time for the news each day, instead preferring to "graze" for news all day long. Strikingly, 42% of Americans say they do not have the background to keep up with the news (50% of those with only a high school education). Perceptions of news credibility now differ along
political party lines (Republicans are more skeptical). Twenty years ago, only 16% of Americans said they could believe little or nothing of what they read in the daily paper, but in the most recent survey that was up to 45%. Results from surveys held by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) show that confidence in the media has been falling much more precipitously since 1990 than in any other institution.

Other Pew studies have compared the relative amount of interest among viewers in various types of news content. Interest in crime news remains high, but health news follows closely behind, while community news interests only about 25% of adults. The staples of various news programs—international news, financial affairs, and stories about government and politics—each spark strong interest from under 20% of the U.S. population, though gender, age and education make a difference. The two areas of religion and of science and technology are of interest to a slightly larger pool of people than classical serious news subjects, at about 20% apiece, though each to very different kinds of people. There is thus a "bifurcated" audience, with the most avid news viewers those who follow the news for its own sake; these people are four to five times more likely to express a strong interest in hard news than those who don't enjoy staying current with the news in general. It is for this reason that news content dictated by the most popular news subjects actually drives away core audiences; the most popular subjects may attract those interested in soft news, but these are not the people who are most interested in the news overall.

One of the most important ways that television content can influence political and economic decision-making is through the information it provides as inputs into decision-making and as factors shaping perceptual frames. When this is available, it is used: Environmental Defense Fund's environmental data showing the toxicities in one's own locale was very heavily used, with more than eleven million hits in its first year of operation. The ideal is that local TV broadcasting provides just such information for use by its local community; the real, however, is that local TV news provides very little information about the communities from which and to which they are broadcasting. That news which is presented creates distorted views of social groups and social issues, in ways likely to be exacerbated by the effects of entertainment programming. Thus even with the media localism policy, the market does not encourage broadcasting of information that enhances citizen knowledge in support of better-informed political participation. Many believe this situation presents a market failure deserving of government attention.

[*264] Decision-Making Effects

From the perspective of media localism as a regulatory principle, the goal for local TV broadcasting is to create and/or contribute to a vibrant public sphere through which members of the local community can effectively participate in decision-making about shared matters of public concern. There are two roles local TV broadcasters can play in this regard. The media function as a public sphere directly when all perspectives are expressed openly and without gatekeeping, content engages in the full complexities of issues of shared public concern, and producers of content explicitly perceive and present their messages as in conversation with each other. These conditions can be found in societies in which there are multiple media voices, each expressly presenting a specific partisan viewpoint with the expectation that those involved in political affairs will obtain their news from multiple sources before making up their own minds on political issues and candidates. It does not, however, characterize the situation for either print or broadcast media in the United States today.

More often, the mass media serve the public sphere indirectly through the provision of texts that express diverse viewpoints that, in turn, can serve as the orientational basis of face to face conversations in small and large groups with various relationships to actual decision-making. This was the model of the Committees of Correspondence, and of the classic New England town hall. In an ideal world, local TV broadcasts fill this role by contributing to political socialization, community integration, political decision-making, and economic decision-making.

Political Socialization

If regulation of media localism took into account the entire "ecology" of a community's communication environment, meaning all of the information that is available from all sources, entertainment content as well as news
and public affairs would be taken into account. The political impact of television content derives from perceptions of realism, and that perception can be achieved in either entertainment or news programming. Political scientists, psychologists and sociologists have long recognized that many types of activities not overtly or directly political, such as pursuing hobbies, can have a political socialization effect even when involvement is not intensive. Such programming is an important medium for what political scientists refer to as "mundane political culture," providing a means of exploring important political issues indirectly and affecting perceptions of social groups with political consequences. A growing body of research examines the political effects of entertainment programming, and increasingly public affairs programming is actually presented as entertainment. Dimensions through which the potential impact of television programs can be determined include attitudinal effects, cognitive effects, emotional involvement and salience. Some believe there is also a "trap effect" when popular comedies, dramas and films develop inertia in viewers who then watch news and public affairs.

Political socialization by television begins very young but continues throughout life. A number of intervening variables, however, affect the extent to which the news actually influences political activity. Some are characteristics of viewers, such as gender and ethnicity. Others involve features of news story content, including accuracy and relevance to the central tasks of government. Still others involve how individual stories are structured, for episodic stories focused on events and suggest that responsibility for both the cause and solution of a problem lie with the individual involved, while thematic stories place incidents within a social context, leading to the perception that social institutions and government share responsibility for treating the problem. Genre differences can also be important. Because reinforcement of stereotypes is one of the most influential political effects of hard news, the coverage of crime, race and other marginalized groups receive more detailed attention below.

Though much local news is "soft," focusing on human interest stories rather than political issues, soft news is still not very popular compared to hard news and pure entertainment, and there is only limited evidence that viewers actually learn anything from soft news. Unfortunately there has been little research into the consequences of soft news for knowledge about political processes or on the perceptual and behavioral modeling effects of soft news. Political socialization and political knowledge are, of course, two different things—soft news, like entertainment, may have powerful socialization effects while not contributing to actual political knowledge or serving as motivators for engagement.

Of course a great deal of what local broadcasters offer is entertainment, rather than news. Although children's entertainment was included in the 1960 list of types of content considered public affairs by the FCC, to date regulatory practice has not taken either children's or adult entertainment television into account in evaluating the extent to which the media localism principle is being satisfied.

Community Integration

Though we think of television as a mass medium, the influence of television is heavily mediated by social networks and social trust. The "community integration hypothesis" has long held that local media contribute to individuals' involvement in a community. The most important functions of the mass media in community integration often involve providing support for interpersonal communication, for the intertwining of interpersonal, group, and mass communication in development and sustenance of community are as important today as they were historically.

Media differ in their impact on community integration, though the extent and dimensions of this difference are likely to change across time and from culture to culture. A recent comparison of media in local and urban environments in the United States along the dimensions of social networks, social trust, and prosocial behavior found that while newspapers still have positive effects on community integration, television viewing in general has negative effects. Local TV news use is more likely to have positive effects in urban environments, while network TV news use has positive effects only in rural communities. A reciprocal relationship between social networks and social trust was found in rural environments, while the relationship is linear (from social networks to social trust) in the urban model. While Robert Putnam famously claimed that watching television inevitably damaged the quality of community life by taking
time away from group activities, empirical research suggests that the effects are differential; social capital may be negatively associated with general and entertainment television viewing, but positively associated with newspaper and TV news use. Other research has found TV hard news use positively associated with civic engagement. There has been some experimentation with trying to encourage community involvement by highlighting individuals who so engage in television itself; one local TV station, for example, regularly featured older women involved in community welfare projects.

Crime news can actually work against community integration. While crime is consistently followed more closely than any general subject, interest falls with crime rates (from 41% in 1996 to 30% in 2000). Fear of crime, however, remains high, due largely to coverage of crime on local news; as much of 80% of a community's population report being personally afraid of being a crime victim. Franklin Gilliam and Shanto Iyengar suggest that news stories about crime are so popular because they meet the demand for action news, leading to narratives that focus on violence and that usually suggest that the perpetrators of violence are non-white males. In turn, however, inclusion of race in crime stories increases support for punitive approaches to crime and heightens negative attitudes about African-Americans among white (though not among black) viewers.

**Political Decision Making**

Despite the romantic ideal of local community decision making inherited from the American past, the actual purview of local governance mechanisms in the United States today is quite narrow, involving largely such matters as K-12 education and zoning. Local TV broadcasts are largely ineffective regarding enrichment of local political decision making not only because it does not provide content actually addressed to issues of concern, but also because of the fragmentation of local decision making and the mismatch between broadcasting footprint and political structures; there is generally little pass-through from decision making at the local level to the state, national and international levels; and decision making that does take place at the local level often serves to reinforce socio-economic divides in ways that run counter to claimed policy goals of larger political units. This is also, unfortunately, a relatively underdeveloped area of research. Similarly, we know a lot about political agenda-setting by the media as it operates at the national level, but not at the local level, where at least some believe it operates quite differently.

Very little of what makes the worlds in which we live results from decision making in our own local communities. Though most studies of local autonomy and democracy fail to distinguish between the two terms, leading to the assumption that there is a bilateral relationship between the two in which changes in one are expected to inevitably lead to changes in the other. In reality, these two can operate quite separately. In practice, localism is much more successful at protecting certain interests--such as those involved in developing suburban land or citizens concerned about ensuring neighborhood homogeneity--than it is at promoting effective participatory democracy. Local TV stations might influence views concerning the desirability of equal funding in schools in the abstract, for example, but real support falls away quickly if there is any suggestion that resources will be diverted from one school district to another, or that local control of schools might be threatened. The research reported upon here makes clear that communication regulation has not been able to counteract these effects; indeed, even with regulation for media localism in place, local television stations often actively contribute to the most negative aspects of localism. Benjamin Gregg thus suggests development of an "enlightened localism" that would focus on horizontal community relations and inclusiveness, even in the interpretation and implementation of the law.

The fragmentary nature of contemporary localities, in which work is separated from the home, and ethnic and income groups are separated, has two consequences for the quality of local political activity. Many public issues are excluded from local debate, and private economic and social concerns will dominate the hierarchy of decision-making values in those areas in which local citizens do have opportunities for meaningful input. Politics is framed in terms of "family territorially," with everyone concerned about protecting the family environment from any kind of encroachment, protecting the private from broader social concerns. The result is a local politics aimed at maintenance of class and ethnic homogeneity. Indeed, voters at the state level appear to behave more self-interestedly the more decision-making authority is brought closer to them. In the metropolitan regions of the United States, the fragmentation
of the polity into scores, if not hundreds, of separate jurisdictions creates a dynamic of oppression exercised by the "tyranny of the favored quarter," the high-growth suburbs that typically represent about one quarter of an entire region's population but have by far the largest share of a region's public infrastructure investments and job growth. Residents of these communities retain local power, but are able to avoid taking on any of the region's social service burdens. The degree of influence and subsidization of the favored quarter is completely hidden from public view, in part because the fragmented nature of governance reduces the ability of citizens to learn about what is going on regionally and information about the geographic allocation of public investments is not systematically collected or disclosed to the public. Recent concerns about terrorism have revealed ways in which the fragmentation of local decision making can cause vulnerabilities, suggesting the importance of building stronger regional institutions. n212

Fragmented local government structures promote so much competition that the fragmentation often threatens the fiscal health of communities. n213 Changing relationships with the federal government have also convinced local authorities of the need to seek new avenues for revenues and resources. New bottom-up policy approaches since the 1970s give a more positive role for local authorities in economic regeneration through such techniques as science parks, innovation centers, and expanded opportunities for municipal interventions by venture capital. In the struggle to exert some control over local conditions, community-level fiscal authorities thus seek new relationships, often in the private sector, a process political scientists refer to as the "new localism." n214 Tourism provides an example of an external economic force that is dissolving urban politics into a plethora of public/private institutions that operate largely independently from the democratic institutions of local government--though they significantly influence local politics through campaign contributions and related efforts to garner support for the large-scale infrastructure projects needed for tourism and entertainment complexes to be successful. Mayors often forge alliances with these independent centers of power and bypass democratic processes. n215 Doing so exemplifies "cosmopolitanism," the process through which elites in diverse communities have stronger relationships with each other than they do to the communities in which they live. A further trend in local governance that disrupts assumptions underlying the media localism principle is its professionalization and privatization through growing reliance on consultants to design the management of government functions. n216

Economic Effects

Local TV newscasts seem to have a positive economic effect for the broadcasting station. Local news broadcasts are by far the most important sources of local station revenues. n217 The economic cost of ignoring the local community has long been demonstrated; Edward Adams and Gerald Baldasty, for example, argue that at the beginning of the twentieth century newspapers in the Scripps chain were almost always in a subordinate market position because of their heavy dependence on syndicated material and lack of commitment to local issues. n218 Recent surveys show that covering local politics on local TV news is actually very good for ratings n219 --despite the advice of consultants to the opposite effect.

The same advantages do not accrue to the communities themselves. Stories about such matters as the organization of the economy, the role of the government in regulating business, the relationship between control and ownership of production and the distribution of goods and services once produced, the size of business [n272] profits, and the structure of the work place, are rarely, if ever, are covered by local TV stations. The small percentage of content that is devoted to economic matters is often either misleading or outright incorrect. n220 Of course, since very little in the way of economic decision making actually takes place at the local level, a focus on locality can make it more difficult to see the dispersed forces that actually drive production processes. n221

Summary

The ideal is that local TV stations provide a genuine public sphere within which citizens may learn about and discuss shared issues of public concern in ways that will, in turn, influence policy making. Absent the existence of a connection between media content and ongoing, open, easily accessible venues for discourse among all citizens regarding issues of public concern that themselves produce outcomes that feed into policy making, however, the
expression of viewpoints through the media is merely that--expression. Certainly media messages, particularly if repetitive and simple in nature, can have an impact on individual political choice and behavior. Under contemporary conditions, in which local content is very much the product of pressures exerted by gatekeeping organizations that operate at the national level, the range of content diversity regarding public issues is not only small but dwindling. Because there is no connection between media content and actual decision-making venues, it cannot be said that local broadcast stations meaningfully either create or contribute to a functioning public sphere.

There are those who believe that local TV still plays or can play a political role in this environment, particularly if the notion of community can be rearticulated, but these analysts haven't said just how that might take place. Though there is renewed interest in local "participation" in government and "empowerment" motivated both by those on the political left and those on the political right, some cynically suggest that this offers an opportunity for national and transnational economic actors to divert political energy away from the sites of greatest effectiveness. In sum, the results of research do not show that local TV broadcasting contributes to meaningful community integration or to effective local input into either political or economic decision making.

REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS

Since passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, regulatory discussion of media localism has focused on matters of economic structure. According to some economists, media concentration should promote content diversity and media localism because corporations want to maximize the size of their combined audiences by having different types of content, economies of scale should generate excess funds that can then be used to improve the quality of local broadcasting, and deregulation relieves small organizations of the additional costs imposed by federal agency requirements. Research, however, has repeatedly demonstrated that content diversity and media localism are reduced when ownership concentration increases.

The analyses offered here, based on what social scientists have learned about how local television broadcasting content is produced, the world to which media localism regulations apply, and the effects of regulations currently in place, tell us why that is so: The production of content by local television stations relies heavily on material produced elsewhere, often about other communities. The content of news and public affairs programs rarely pertains to types of decisions about which local communities effectively make decisions and, conversely, often works against successful community integration. Viewership is declining, in part because of disappointment in the news-intensivity of local television programming in the face of new options available in the Internet environment. The life activities of individuals and households commonly spread across multiple communities, and decision-making about each occurs at diverse levels of the governmental structure.

In sum, assumptions about the nature of communities upon which media localism regulation rests do not validly reflect the actual communities in which we live. Nor does a local distribution outlet for TV broadcasting ensure that content will actually be produced locally, directed at local community informational needs, or contribute in a positive way to the resolution of local problems. What does this mean for the effort to meaningfully operationalize the localism principle? Is the contemporary focus on economic structure sufficient to address the problem should the correct formula be found? Should broadcasting remain the focus of localism efforts?

No complete answer to operationalizing the localism principle for communications in the twenty-first century is currently visible, but questions can be raised about four pieces of what might contribute to a solution to this problem: (1) developing an alternative means of determining whether localism effectively exists, (2) recognizing the limits of media concentration among the many economic forces affecting content production processes, (3) exploring relationships with other laws and regulations that interact with the effects of media localism policies, and (4) experimenting with regulatory interventions into the development of other technological systems that can serve the same goals of providing information to and serving as a public sphere for effective local discussion of local issues.

Research Methods
Current methods used to determine whether media localism exists include looking at ownership, where a station is physically located, and whether news and public affairs programming is offered. None of these, however, addresses the question of whether local broadcasting actually disseminates information on local matters about which decisions are made into which the local community can provide input or provides an opportunity for all voices on local issues to be heard. Detailed content analysis—already being used to determine the extent to which there is consonance (repetition) in news content across time periods and/or stations—is an additional tool that might be used.

[*275] Fortunately, we have new methodological tools that make this type of analysis much more feasible, and much more affordable, than ever before. In the past, content analysis was an extremely labor intensive task that required achieving conceptual agreement on how to code content among coders who were likely to be dispersed geographically and who would be constantly new to the problem if ongoing analysis were undertaken. Today computer software exists that can map topics, referents and sources in stories, and even identify differences in viewpoint on issues discussed by more than one station automatically. This is still easiest with textual transcripts of the verbal portion of broadcasts, but the same types of tools for analysis of visual images are also under development. These types of analytical tools are commonly used by those who sell commodities (Amazon, for example, conducts this type of analysis on the texts of books it is selling) and by those who surveil digital communications out of concern about terrorist threats. Increasingly, they are also used by academic researchers to do more complex types of content analysis than they were able to do in the past. The same types of tools could be brought to bear to serve the media localism problem. There are of course limits to the kind of analyses that can be automated, though many researchers are finding that within those limits there is still a great deal of value that can be obtained.

The question of the acceptability of such an approach under the First Amendment must be addressed. While there is a long-standing preference for regulation that is content-neutral, the same mandate does not apply to research on the effects of regulation and the Fairness Doctrine was an example of content-sensitive regulation intended to promote the health of the public sphere that was considered acceptable on constitutional grounds.

Media Concentration

The problem of media localism remains intertwined with that of media concentration. Details of the production process explain why: Concentration introduces economies of scale that can facilitate the standardization of content across communities. It reduces the number of points at which pressure needs to be put by those who might be interested in shaping content, whether for political, economic or other reasons. And it reduces the extent of local commitments and the number and strength of local personal and professional relationships. Thus a sustained eye on media concentration is also important for the future of media localism.

This, too, has its limits, however. The same economic factors that affect the production processes of stations that are a part of a conglomerate will also apply to those that are stand-alone or a part of smaller groupings. Recent developments suggest some open questions for researchers that might uncover alternative ways of assisting any local station in the affordable production of news that serves the informational and political needs of their communities. To what extent do or can new practices of participatory journalism and citizen journalism disperse economic support for local news throughout a community? In an environment in which news production practices have remained essentially the same despite the appearance of new technologies, is it possible that reconsidering production practices in light of current technological capacity might identify new ways of organizing news teams that is more economically sustainable for small local stations? The interface between news production teams and other sources of information about a local community still requires individual human effort to identify questions of interest and gather the information; might it be possible to develop interfaces onto governmental and other pertinent databases that might serve a newswire-like function for local broadcasters, reducing some of the labor involved in finding and developing stories?

Policy Precession

Some of the disappointments in local television news and public affairs programming are the result of laws and
regulations that have nothing to do with broadcasting or the FCC.

The phrase policy precession refers to interactions among the effects of diverse policies that affect the outcome or impact of any given law or regulation. The issue of access to information provides an example of how policy precession can affect media localism. In order to fully understand and discuss local issues, of course, there must be access to information about the empirical realities upon which those issues are based. Local communities are often appropriately concerned about problems of hazardous waste and environmental pollution. In recent years, however, it has become much more difficult to gain access to information about environmental matters because the White House has decided that this information might be of use to terrorists. Even should we achieve an environment in which regulation promoting media localism is wildly successful, therefore, it would still be impossible for local communities to meaningfully and thoroughly understand and discuss local environmental matters. Just as scholars can become siloed within their disciplines, missing much research and theory that would be of use just across the border, so policymakers, advocates and activists often become narrowly focused on single issues. Policy precession is a common phenomenon, and those concerned about finding solutions to the media localism problem need to attend to the impact of other types of laws and regulations on the ability of local broadcasters to develop program content of importance and use to their local communities.

Early twentieth century discussions about media localism focused on community newspapers. At the FCC, the focus has largely been on broadcasting, but there are opportunities to promote the goals of media localism on the telecommunications side as well. Community wi-fi (wireless internet access) offers a very different approach to media localism by offering free access to the Internet to anyone within a community. Because citizens can then immediately report upon situations within their communities through both traditional and new types of distribution networks and content providers, support for community wi-fi could alter the economics of local news production in ways that are quite beneficial from the perspective of the goals of media localism. Incorporating such uses of personal technologies in media and technology literacy courses in the educational system could be considered an extension of civic education.

CONCLUSIONS

The goals of media localism as a regulatory principle remain important, but there is a significant gap between the nature of local communities as idealized and as they actually are. The types of regulatory tools the FCC has been using to operationalize media localism may appear to be somewhat successful if the results are examined at the level of program genre. They have not been successful, however, if one examines the actual content of news and public affairs programs, a fact that is not surprising once one looks at the nature of local television production processes. While attention to media concentration should be sustained, development of alternative methods for conducting research on the extent to which localism has been achieved, attending to interactions between media localism regulations and other laws and regulations that affect the nature of local broadcasting content, and including telecommunications technologies in the media localism mix can help us develop a suite of regulatory approaches to the problem that are appropriate for the environment in which we actually live.
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